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Abstract

Mature B cells can alter their antibody repertoires by several mechanisms, including immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region (V<sub>H</sub>) replacement. This process changes the antigen combining site by replacing a portion of the original V<sub>H</sub>/diversity/heavy chain joining region (V<sub>H</sub>-DJ<sub>H</sub>) rearrangement with a corresponding portion of a new V<sub>H</sub> segment. This exchange can involve cryptic heptamer-like sequences embedded in the coding regions of V<sub>H</sub> genes.

While studying the B lymphocytes that expand in the synovial tissues of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), clones with V<sub>H</sub> variants that were apparently generated by V<sub>H</sub> replacement were identified with surprising frequency (>8%). Examples of multiple independent V<sub>H</sub> replacement events occurring in distinct progeny clones were also identified. These secondary V<sub>H</sub> rearrangements were documented at both the cDNA and genomic DNA levels and involved several heptamer-like sequences at four distinct locations within V<sub>H</sub> (three sites in framework region 3 and one in complementarity determining region 2). The identification of blunt-ended double-stranded DNA breaks at the embedded heptamers and the demonstration of recombinase activating gene (RAG) expression suggested that these rearrangements could occur in the synovial tissues, presumably in pseudo-germinal centers, and that they could be mediated by RAG in a recognition signal sequence–specific manner. The presence of V<sub>H</sub> mutations in the clones that had undergone replacement indicated that these B cells were immunocompetent and could receive and respond to diversification signals. A relationship between these secondary V<sub>H</sub> gene rearrangements and the autoimmunity characteristic of RA should be considered.
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Introduction

Antibody diversity is initially established in developing B lymphocytes in the bone marrow by the ordered rearrangement of V, (D), and J elements (1, 2). These rearrangements occur via site-specific recombination events that classically involve recognition signal sequences (RSS)³

³Abbreviations used in this paper: ds, double-stranded; FR, framework region; GC, germinal center; LM, ligation-mediated; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; RAG, recombinase activating gene; RF, recombination factor; RSS, recognition signal sequence(s); RT, reverse transcription.
portion of the originally rearranged V segment (“VΔH replacement” [9]). If these secondary rearrangements provide the B cell with an acceptable antigenic specificity, it proceeds to the periphery as a functional B lymphocyte. This process of secondary rearrangement, presumably initiated by autoreactivity, has been termed receptor editing (6–8).

In the periphery, mature B cells can develop additional receptor/antibody diversity during the germinal center (GC) reaction. Although this process was long considered to be limited to the accumulation of point mutations (14), recent studies suggest that more extensive changes in the primary repertoire can occur by a variety of mechanisms. These mechanisms include the insertion and/or deletion of DNA segments of variable lengths (12, 15, 16), and the opportunity to again undergo V gene rearrangement. As these secondary rearrangements are thought to be initiated in those B cells undergoing the GC reaction that lack adequate affinity for the selecting antigen, this process appears to be different from receptor editing and therefore has been termed receptor revision (11, 12, 17, 18).

Furthermore, receptor revision could potentially lead to autoreactivity if the drive to clonal diversification created self-reactive receptors that were ineffectively selected against, because of either genetic or acquired defects in immunoregulation. Therefore, this process could play an important role in the development of certain autoimmune disorders.

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a relatively common, chronic, destructive arthropathy that results from an inflammatory synovitis of peripheral joints (19). These inflammatory processes appear to be mediated by cells of the myeloid, macrophage, and lymphoid lineages (20). Although there has been considerable controversy regarding the relative importance of the various cell types and their products in the inflammatory reactions of RA, it seems likely that all cell lineages participate in disease pathogenesis. B lymphocytes may not be necessary to initiate the inflammatory reactions characteristic of RA (21), but B cells and their products can perpetuate and potentiate these responses (22–25). This perpetuation most likely involves at least two functions of B cells: their abilities to present antigen to T cells and to elaborate antibodies. Central to each of these functions is the (auto)antigenic specificity encoded in the V regions of the B cell’s Ig molecules. These antigenic specificities include the classical anti-IgG/rheumatoid factor (RF) reactivity (26, 27) as well as other less well-defined reactivities that presumably are directed at tissue factor (RF) reactivity (26, 27) as well as other less well-defined reactivities that presumably are directed at tissue factors (26, 27). These receptors also have some features similar to the human disease (34) suggests that these rearrangements can occur in situ and could be mediated by products of the recombinase activating genes (RAGs) in an RNS-specific manner. A preliminary report of these findings was presented previously (47).

**Materials and Methods**

**Patient Samples.** Synovial tissue was obtained from three patients who fulfilled the American College of Rheumatology criteria for the diagnosis of RA (48). For patient 1 (a 29-yr-old Hispanic male), synovial tissue was collected from the right and left hips at the time of bilateral joint replacements; these samples are labeled ST1R or ST1L, respectively. For patient 2 (a 25-yr-old Black female) and 3 (a 56-yr-old White female), synovial tissue was collected from individual knee joints; these samples are labeled ST2 and ST3. Each sample was digested with collagenase type IV, DNase I (both from Worthington Biochemical Corporation), and hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich) to obtain single cell suspensions. Mononuclear cells were isolated from these cell suspensions by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) and then cryopreserved as viable cells in 20% fetal bovine serum with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide using a programmable cell freezing machine (CryoMed).

**Isolation of DNA and RNA and Preparation of cDNA.** Genomic DNA was isolated from mononuclear cells using the Puregene DNA isolation kit (Gentra Systems) and total RNA was isolated using Ultraspec RNA (Biotech Laboratories). 1 µg of RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using 200 U Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (GIBCO BRL/Life Technologies), 1 U RNase inhibitor (5 Prime 3 Prime), and 20 pmol oligo dT primer in a total volume of 20 µl. These reagents were incubated at 42°C for 1 h, heated to 65°C for 10 min to stop the reactions, and then diluted to a final volume of 100 µl.

**PCR Amplification of Ig VΔH Gene DNA and cDNA.** The sequences of the primers used in these reactions were published previously (49). Genomic DNA (100 ng) was amplified using a sense VΔH family–specific framework region (FR)1 primer in conjunction with an antisense JH consenus primer. These reactions were carried out in 50 µl using 5 pmol of each primer and were cycled with a 9600 GeneAmp System (PerkinElmer) as follows: denaturation at 94°C for 40 s, annealing at 65°C for 45 s, and extension at 72°C for 40 s. After 35 cycles, extension was continued at 72°C for an additional 10 min. cDNA was amplified using the same sense primer paired with either a Cµ, Cγ, or Cα antisense primer (50). However, the reactions were cycled as follows: denaturation at 94°C for 45 s, annealing at 65°C for 45 s, and extension at 72°C for 45 s. After 35 cycles, extension was continued at 72°C for an additional 10 min.

**Creation of DNA and cDNA Libraries and Sequencing of Selected Clones.** VΔH–specific DNA and cDNA libraries were created from the PCR products described above. 10 ng of each PCR
The reactions were carried out in 25 family–specific FR1 primer and the same antisense linker primer. A PCR strategy calculated for these sequence analyses was 8.36 × 10⁻⁴, based on the detection of 13 mutations in 15,554 nucleotides of CH genes of these and other human cDNA VH DJH C transcripts from RA synovial B cells. All VH gene sequences discussed in this study have been entered in EMBL/GenBank/DBJ under accession nos. AF308842–AF308867.

Analyses of Ig DNA Breaks by Ligation-mediated PCR. To avoid adventitious breaks, genomic DNA was prepared by the agarose plug method (53) from 2–3 × 10⁶ CD19⁺ cells isolated using magnetic beads as described (54). To identify blunt-ended double-stranded (ds) DNA breaks, ligation-mediated (LM)-PCR was employed (55). In brief, linker ligation was performed in 25–50-μl reactions using T4 DNA ligase and the linker-ligated DNA was diluted with ligase buffer to adjust the amounts of DNA used in the subsequent seminested PCR. (54). 2 μl of linker-ligated DNA was amplified using a sense VH1 family–specific leader primer in conjunction with an antisense linker primer (GCGGTGACCCGGGAGATCTGAATTCAC). These reactions were performed in 25 μl using 5 pmol of each primer and were cycled as follows: denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 63°C for 45 s, and extension at 72°C for 45 s. After 35 cycles, extension was continued at 72°C for an additional 10 min. Next, 2 μl of each PCR product was reamplified with 5 pmol of VH1 family–specific FR1 primer and the same antisense linker primer. The reactions were carried out in 25 μl and cycled as described above. After 30 cycles, extension was continued at 72°C for an additional 10 min. The VH LM-PCR products were visualized with ethidium bromide staining.

Analyses of RAG-1 Expression by Nested Reverse Transcription PCR. RAG-1 was amplified from cDNA by nested PCR using specific primer pairs that flank a 5.2-kb intron in the germline gene: sense, TGGAGATATTTGCACATTGACAG; antisense 1, TTTCATGCTGTCTCACCAG; antisense 2, AGCTTATATATGCATGGTAT. This PCR strategy has been used successfully to analyze RAG-1 expression in tonsilar GC B cells (56).

Results

Clonal Amplification among Synovial Tissue B Lymphocytes

HCDR3 length is a useful estimator of clonal diversity in polyclonal B cells (51). Comparisons of HCDR3 lengths generated from both the genomic DNA and cDNA of the same sample indicate the relative frequencies and activation states of individual B cell clones in polyclonal populations (52). Using this combined approach, we analyzed the B lymphocytes infiltrating the synovial tissues from four different joints of three RA patients. Widespread oligoclonality was found among the IgM-, IgG-, and IgA-expressing B cells in the four synovial tissue samples (52; see Figs. 3 and 4, and data not shown). Based on comparisons of the genomic DNA and cDNA fingerprinting assays, these clonal expansions involved both activated and memory B cells. Such clonal expansions are a common and characteristic feature of the B cell repertoires of RA patients (38, 52, 57–59), and they suggest in situ activation and growth of B lymphocytes with restricted B cell receptors (BCRs) that may be reactive with local (auto)antigens.

dDNA Sequence Analyses of VH1-expressing B Cell Clones

To determine if diversification had occurred among the progeny of these expanded B cell clones, we prepared VH1-IgM– and VH1-IgG–expressing libraries from cDNA of the ST1R and ST1L synovial samples and determined the cDNA sequences of 95 random clones. The VH1 family was chosen for analysis based on the results of the VH1 fingerprinting analyses. As expected, several expanded B cell clones were found in each sample as indicated by the presence of identical HCDR3 sequences. In many instances, these clones contained distinct point mutations in their VH genes, indicating that intraclonal diversification had occurred (data not shown).

Five sets of cDNA clones (Table I) were especially interesting because they contained clonal progeny that exhibited a significant discordance in the sequence between the 3’ and the 5’ regions of their rearranged VH DJH genes (see Figs. 2–5). Among the members of these clones, there was an average of >99.9% similarity (usually 100% identity) from the distal portions of FR3 through HCDR3 sequences of IgM-expressing VH1; replacement in FR3, IgG-expressing VH1; replacement in FR3, and IgA-expressing VH1; replacement in FR3. This discordance is consistent with VH1 replacement (represented schematically in Fig. 1). However, unlike previous examples of this phenomenon that involved rearrangements to a single site in FR3 (6–8, 18, 39–46), the rearrangements detected in the synovial tissue cDNA clones occurred at three distinct sites spanning FR3 (see Figs. 2–5).

Rearrangements Involving the 3’ FR3 Heptamer. Fig. 2 lists an example of VH1 replacement occurring at the 3’ end of FR3 of two IgG-expressing clones from ST1L (clones G27 and G29). In this and the following figures, the sequence of the original B cell clone is listed above the new “replaced” B cell clone, with the most similar germline gene counterparts listed above and below the original and new rearrangements, respectively. The replacement in Fig. 2 occurs at an embedded heptamer of reverse orientation (TACTGTG; displayed with black background in the figure) that has been identified at the end of murine and human VH1 genes (39–41, 60). These clones display 100%
identity from the embedded heptamer to the end of the IgG CH sequence determined. In contrast, the 2 clones differ at 48 positions 5' of the embedded heptamer (80.2% similarity).

When a homology search was made for the most likely germline counterpart of the gene segments 5' of the heptamer, G27 was 90.6% similar to the V_H 1–8 germline gene, whereas clone G29 was only 84.3% similar to the 1–8 germline gene. However, the 5' segment of clone G29 was 94.6% similar to the V_H 1–69 germline gene. These comparisons suggest that the two clones diverged by interchanging major portions of the V_H 1–8 and 1–69 genes up to the position of the embedded heptamer.

### Rearrangements Involving the 5' FR3 Heptamer.

The IgG-expressing clones listed in Fig. 3 demonstrate V_H replacement occurring at the 5' end of FR3. These rearrangements utilize a heptamer (CACAGCC) embedded in an orientation like that found at the 3' end of unrearranged V_H replacement.
VH genes. This heptamer lies 52 nucleotides upstream of the 3' heptamer mentioned above.

As in the previous examples, there is 100% identity between the 2 clones from the embedded heptamer to the end of the C4 sequence, but only 82.6% similarity between these 2 clones upstream of the heptamer (33 differences). The upstream portion of clone G11 was most similar to the VH1–69 germline gene (93.7%), whereas the same portion of clone G19 was most similar to the VH1–8 germline gene (92.6%).

**Rearrangements Involving a Heptamer Embedded between the 5' and 3' FR3 Sites.** The clones listed in Fig. 4 illustrate VH replacement occurring at a heptamer (CACGGCC) located between the two sites mentioned above. This “mid-position FR3 heptamer” is oriented like the 5' FR3 heptamer. The examples listed in the figure (M17 and M9) are members of an IgM-expressing clone from a different anatomic site of patient no. 1. In this case, there is only a one-nucleotide difference between the two clones from the heptamer to the end of the IgM C4 sequence; this difference occurs outside of the HCDR3 in FR4. However, there are 43 nucleotide differences upstream of the heptamer (81.2% similarity). The 5' portion of M9 derives from the VH1–69 germline gene (99.6% similar), whereas the same portion of clone M17 is from the VH1–8 germline gene (94.2% similar to 1–8 and only 81.9% similar to 1–69).

**Figure 1.** Schematic representation of VH replacement occurring at the four heptameric sites defined in this study. The top panel illustrates a typical VH to DJH rearrangement. The lower panels illustrate the four types of VH replacement documented in this study. VH segment replacement occurred at four discrete heptamer-like sequences, three located in FR3 (3' FR3 heptamer, mid-position FR3 heptamer, and 5' FR3 heptamer) and one located in CDR2 (CDR2 heptamer).

**Figure 2.** cDNA clones exhibiting VH replacement at the 3' FR3 embedded heptamer. Two VH1-IgG* clones from STIL (G27 and G29) are aligned centrally with their most similar germline gene counterparts listed above and below. The gaps in the sequences represent the boundaries between the various FR and CDR. The 3' FR3 embedded heptamers are displayed with black backgrounds and the HCDR3 are boxed. Nucleotide differences between the two clones are indicated by dots and identities are indicated by asterisks. Nucleotide differences between the individual clones and their germline counterparts are indicated by letters and the identities are indicated by dashes. Note that the HCDR3 of the two clones are identical, whereas the VH segments upstream of the heptamer are very different between the two clones and resemble different germline genes. Based on either genealogical trees or point mutations, the VH/DJH rearrangement of the original B cell clone is listed above the new VH/DJH rearrangement.
Multiple Distinct Rearrangements Using Different Heptamers within the Same Original B Cell Clones. We detected two examples of multiple independent V(H) gene replacement events occurring in distinct progeny of single progenitor B cell clones. Fig. 5 A illustrates three replacements in the progeny of the ST1R M26 clone, each occurring at a different heptamer site. Thus, the rearranged M26 VH was replaced at the 3' FR3 heptamer by a new VH1–69 germline gene to become clone M10. In addition, a replacement occurred in a different subclone involving a new VH1–18 germline gene at the mid-position FR3 heptamer, yielding clone M6. Finally, a replacement using the VH1–24 germline gene occurred at the 5' FR3 heptamer, giving rise to clone M31.

The examples in Fig. 5 B represent two distinct VH1 gene replacement events (VH1–2 and 1–69 segments) that occurred in a clone that originally used a VH3 gene (VH3–09). Both of these rearrangements used the same mid-position FR3 heptamer. The identity of the original clone as a member of the VH3 family is clear because the nucleotides downstream from the embedded heptamer are identical to VH3–09 and are not found in any VH1 family genes.

DNA Sequence Analyses of VH1-expressing B Cell Clones from a Different Patient Confirm and Extend VH Replacement Events

Based on these findings, we searched for evidence of VH replacement at the genomic DNA level to avoid the possibility that the cDNA results represented artifacts of reverse transcription (RT)-PCR. In addition, these studies were carried out using synovial tissue (ST2) from a different RA patient to assure that this phenomenon was not unique to a single patient.

Fig. 6 shows the three examples of VH replacement found in the VH1-expressing DNA library from sample ST2. Fig. 6, A and B, confirm the occurrence of VH replacement occurring at the 5' FR3 heptamer and the mid-position FR3 heptamer. However, Fig. 6 C documents a VH replacement event that we had not detected at the cDNA level. This replacement occurred at a heptamer (CACAGAA) embedded in HCDR2. As in the previous examples, the 2 clones are identical 3' of the embedded heptamer, but only 82.3% similar 5' of the heptamer (25 differences). Both clones are identical to their respective germline genes (VH1–46 and 1–69) 5' of the heptamer.

Figure 3. cDNA clones exhibiting VH replacement at the 5' FR3 embedded heptamer. Two VH1–IgG1 clones from STIL (G11 and G19) are aligned as in Fig. 1. The original VH1DJH rearrangement is listed above the new VH1DJH rearrangement.

Figure 4. cDNA clones exhibiting VH replacement at a heptamer embedded between the 5' and 3' FR3 heptamers (mid-position FR3 heptamer). See the legend to Fig. 1.
Ig VH Gene Diversification among the Clones Undergoing VH Replacement

As indicated in Table I, the VH replacement events detected in these synovial tissue samples usually occurred in B cells that had already had significant antigenic exposure and had accumulated V gene mutations. In addition, a comparison of the average numbers of mutations in the original clonal members (236 mutations/22 sequences; 10.73%) and the numbers of mutations in the “replaced” clones (144 mutations/11 sequences; 13.09%) indicates that the diversification process continued in those clones that had undergone VH replacement. Therefore, these B cells remained immunocompetent after the secondary rearrangement event and received and responded to diversification signals.

Three genealogical trees that display examples of these clonal diversification events are presented in Fig. 7, along with the numbers, types, and locations of the VH gene mutations that occurred in the various clonal members.

Use of LM-PCR to Detect DNA Breaks at the Sites of VH Replacement

We used VH family–specific LM-PCR to probe for blunt-ended dsDNA breaks at the embedded heptamers in the ST2 and ST3 synovial samples. Such products could represent intermediates of VH replacement. Human bone marrow cells were used as positive controls and fibroblasts as negative controls in these studies. VH-containing products were obtained from both the synovial tissue and bone marrow B cell samples, whereas no products were obtained from the fibroblast DNA. For the synovial tissue samples, two products of \( \approx 300 \) and \( \approx 250 \) bp were detected (Fig. 8). The DNA sequences of VH1-expressing clones (\( n = 50 \)) from the PCR products of ST3 revealed the linker ligated...
at or within the 5′ FR3 heptamer (300-bp product) and the 3′ FR3 heptamer (250-bp product), indicating that blunt dsDNA ends were available at these sites (data not shown).

**Figure 6.** DNA clones exhibiting VH replacements at the 5′ FR3 heptamer and the mid-position FR3 heptamer and at a heptamer embedded in HCDR2. (A) An example of a replacement that occurred at the 5′ FR3 heptamer. Note that there is another potential heptameric site located 12 bp upstream of the 5′ FR3 heptamer (highlighted in light gray). (B) An example of a replacement that occurred at the mid-position FR3 heptamer. (C) An example of a replacement that occurred at a heptamer located in HCDR2.

**Discussion**

In this study we identified four types of secondary VH gene rearrangements that occurred among clonally related B cells that were expanded in the synovial tissues of different RA patients. Although chimeric V gene sequences can be generated artifactually by crossover events during PCR and cloning, we believe that it is highly unlikely that our findings represent artifacts because these rearrangements (a) were observed in three different synovial tissue samples from two RA patients, (b) were documented at both the cDNA and genomic DNA levels, (c) occurred only at sites in the VH genes that exhibited heptamer-like sequences, and (d) were always in-frame and coded translatable proteins. (e) Finally, and perhaps most convincingly, is the finding that transcripts from progeny of two different clones displayed replacements of different genes either at the same heptamer (Fig. 5 A) or at distinct heptamers (Fig. 5 B). The possibility that replicates of the same DNA segments would have developed crossover artifacts involving different genes either at the same position or at different positions, each flanked by a cryptic RSS, is remote.

Because these VH replacement events occurred in B cells that exhibited dsDNA breaks at heptamer-like sequences (Fig. 8) and expressed RAG-1 proteins (Fig. 9), we believe that these V gene replacements were RSS specific and RAG mediated. Such a process has been shown to occur in vitro (39–42, 61) and in vivo (6–9, 18, 43–46), and the identification of circular DNA containing the outgoing VH gene joined to the RSS of the incoming VH gene (42, 61) suggests that the process involves the RAG proteins and the V(D)J recombination process. However, these rearrangements require the formation of hybrid joints between the coding end of the incoming VH gene and the signal end of the outgoing VH gene segment (5, 9, 18).

Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that these VH replacement events were mediated by a non–site-specific, general recombination process such as gene conversion, a mechanism that is involved in the diversification of the \(\lambda_5/14.1\) component of the pre-BCR in humans (62) as well as the BCR of chickens (63, 64) and rabbits (65, 66). If gene conversion is responsible for these secondary recombination events, the site of cross-strand exchange could be located anywhere downstream of the first mismatch and upstream of the next mismatch between the incoming/donor germline VH gene sequence and the outgoing/recipient rearranged gene segment.
The data that favor a RAG-mediated recombination event include: (a) the size of the fragments being replaced, as gene conversion usually involves smaller segments of DNA; (b) the apparent insertion of the new DNA fragment at specific sites (heptamer-like sequences), as the insertion of DNA via gene conversion is generally viewed as a non-site-specific process; (c) the presence of dsDNA breaks at these heptamer-like sequences, especially those clones with multiple distinct rearrangements (Fig. 5); and (d) the expression of RAG-1 in these B cell populations. The data that are atypical for classical V(D)J recombination include the absence of detectable nonameric sequences 12 or 23 bp from the cryptic heptamers (vide infra) and the lack of coding end processing at the junctions of the new rearrangements (Figs. 2–5). However, these latter findings are not completely incompatible with a RAG-mediated process, as nonamers are not essential for in vitro rearrangements (67) and in situations in which hybrid joint formation is facilitated (e.g., Ku knockout mice [68]), the hybrid junctions frequently do not display evidence of N-insertions and exonuclease activity (69). Thus, both site-specific and general recombination mechanisms may be responsible for these V_{H} replacement events, and the two mechanisms may not be mutually exclusive. Indeed, a mechanism involving RAG-mediated cleavage at cryptic RSS followed by DNA segment exchange mediated by homologous recombination may not be unreasonable. Clearly, further study will be required to determine the relative contributions of these two mechanisms. Nevertheless, at this point our data suggest a likely role for cryptic heptamers and RAG in these secondary V_{H} gene rearrangements.

In this study we identified four cryptic heptamers that appeared to be involved in these secondary rearrangements. Three of these heptamers were within FR3 (Figs. 2–5, and Fig. 6, A and B) and one in HCDR2 (Fig. 6 C). The hep-
tion that there might be a different nonamer sequence (e.g., ST2 2 bp downstream of the cryptic heptamer; this sequence 12 or 23 bp from the heptamers described, although the clones listed in Fig. 5 B display a potential nonamer 12 bp downstream of the cryptic heptamer; this sequence spans the FR3–CDR3 junction. Nevertheless, the requirements for effective nonamers are far less stringent than for heptamers (67), and in vitro recombination studies suggest that nonamers may not be necessary (5). The inability to define a classical nonamer is consistent with previous studies of V<sub>H</sub> replacement (9) and led to the suggestion that there might be a different nonamer sequence specific for V gene replacement (9).

Secondary V<sub>H</sub> gene recombination events would be expected to involve incoming genes that are located upstream of the originally rearranged (and outgoing) V<sub>H</sub> gene. In one combination it was impossible to determine which was the original gene (ST1R M17 and M9). However, in 10 instances this determination was clear, either because of critical nucleotide point differences (e.g., ST2 2→ST2 26; see the 9 nucleotides within the common downstream FR3 sequence in Fig. 5 C) or because of an obvious genealogical progression (e.g., ST1L G11→G19; ST1L G27→G29; ST1R M26→M10, M6, and M31; ST1R G1 and G2 [see Fig. 6]). In 5 of the 10 instances in which chronology was clear, the incoming gene was located 5′ of the original outgoing gene. However, in five events this was not the case. Therefore, in these instances the new rearrangement may have involved a V<sub>H</sub> gene residing on the other chromosome or the original locus may have been inverted (e.g., by a D-J<sub>H</sub> rearrangement that involved the heptamer at the 3′ end of a D segment [17]).

The V<sub>H</sub> 1–69 gene was frequently involved in these V<sub>H</sub> replacement events (6/11 instances), despite the fact that it is not overexpressed in the normal human B cell repertoire (70). This suggests that certain V<sub>H</sub> genes may be favored in the replacement process. This is consistent with the findings that discrete V<sub>H</sub> genes were nonstochastically involved in spontaneous (71) and induced (61) V<sub>H</sub> replacement events in murine B cell lines.

We were surprised that these secondary V<sub>H</sub> rearrangements occurred so frequently in these synovial tissue B cells. 8/95 V<sub>H</sub>1–expressing cDNA clones and 3/36 V<sub>H</sub>1-expressing genomic DNA clones from 3 anatomically distinct synovial tissues exhibited this phenomenon (Table I). This represents a frequency of 8.4%. As our DNA sequencing strategies restricted us to identifying V<sub>H</sub> replacements that involved V<sub>H</sub>1 family genes replacing V<sub>H</sub>1 genes, the frequency of these events might have been higher had we searched for V<sub>H</sub> replacements that involved V<sub>H</sub> segments from other families being incorporated into V<sub>H</sub>1.

It remains to be determined whether this high frequency of V<sub>H</sub> replacement events represents a feature of normal GC reactions or of the ectopic GC reactions identified in RA (37, 38). In this regard, Wilson et al. (18) documented V<sub>H</sub>4 replacement occurring at a 5′ FR3 heptamer found in a subset of tonsilar B cells that express solely IgD and exhibit an especially high frequency of somatic point mutations (72). As our studies were performed with unfractionated B cells, we cannot determine the precise cellular subset in which these events occurred. However, as all of the cDNA transcripts analyzed in our study were of the IgM and IgG varieties (Figs. 2–5), V<sub>H</sub> replacement is not limited to IgD<sup>+</sup>IgM<sup>−</sup> B cells. In addition, the appearance of point mutations in every case of V<sub>H</sub> replacement (Table I) suggests that these B cells maintained a functional BCR that promoted viability (73) and permitted continued clonal expansion and somatic hypermutation in the “replaced” clone. Meffre et al. recently described a subset of human B lymphocytes marked by the coexpression of conventional and surrogate L chains that is enriched in the synovial tissues of certain RA patients (74). These cells express RAG mRNA and show evidence of receptor editing. It will be interesting to see if this unusual B cell subset is a component of the B cell expansions that are characteristic of RA and that can undergo V<sub>H</sub> replacement.

These surprisingly frequent V<sub>H</sub> replacement events may have significance for the autoreactivity seen in RA, as they

---

**Figure 9.** RAG-1 gene expression in the synovial tissues of RA patients. RAG-1 was readily detected by RT-PCR in the cDNA obtained from several synovial tissue samples (lanes 2–5) and from human bone marrow (lane 1). Lane 6 is a negative control (human fibroblast cDNA) and lane 7 is a template-deprived negative control. PCR products and DNA markers were visualized by ethidium bromide staining after agarose gel electrophoresis. M, marker lane.
could either maintain or break self-tolerance. RA is characterized classically by the expansion of RF-producing B cells that often increase in affinity as the disease progresses (75) and that correlate with disease severity (76). Furthermore, B cells and plasma cells with this autoreactivity are enriched to very high numbers within the synovial tissues of RA patients (77). As it is clear from transgenic mouse models of autoimmunity that secondary rearrangements of either VH or VL can lead to non–self-reactive receptors (6–9, 43), it seems reasonable that VH replacement of autoreactive BCR may be occurring in RA. However, we should stress that we do not know the antigenic reactivities of the B cell clones involved in the VH replacement events reported in this study.

However, it also seems reasonable that because receptor revision may be diversity (not tolerance) driven (56, 78), it could lead to autoimmunity. Indeed, several recent studies support this notion (11, 79). Most relevant is the study of Brard et al. documenting that anergic B cells from autoimmune prone mice could be activated to produce pathogenic autoantibodies after somatic mutation and receptor revision (11). The fact that the VH 1–69 gene, which appears to be a preferred donor in the VH replacement events detected in synovial tissue B cells, is frequently used to assemble RF (80) may support the notion that revision can inadvertently lead to autoreactivity.

The ectopic GC reactions that take place in the synovial tissues of RA patients may compound this tendency. As these GC reactions occur within a microenvironment that does not normally support B cell diversification, they may not provide the same types and/or relative quantities of diversification signals as natural GCs. This could lead to differences in the degrees that various diversification mechanisms are employed (e.g., somatic mutation versus receptor revision) or in their regulation (e.g., lack of occurrence or selection of replacement mutations at appropriate rates and locations that could lead to dysfunctional BCRs and/or to the initiation of autoreactivity). In the latter regard, the VH gene sequences derived from the synovial tissue B cells of our RA cases in many instances failed to exhibit the types of replacement to silent mutation ratios typically seen in antigen–selected immune reactions (Fig. 7 [81, 82]). Furthermore, they did not localize to RGYW motifs (83) with the expected frequencies (data not shown), a feature also seen in B lymphocytes from some patients with another autoimmune disorder, systemic lupus erythematosus (84). Thus, the nonphysiologic nature of the rheumatoid synovial GC–like environment or a primary defect in the mutation apparatus may support dysregulated B cell diversification events. These dysregulated events, combined with a defect in selection against autoreactivity, either genetic or acquired, and the provision of T cell help, might play an important role in the immunopathogenesis of autoimmune disorders such as RA.
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